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Abstract 

Forest fire research in Indonesia has been in increasing trend since 1982/1983- and 1997/1998-fire episodes. The first episode 
emphasized on fire impacts and the second episode has more research on emission and pollution. Satellite-based researches on 
fire are scattered and still limited. This study aimed to analyze fire satellite-based research aspects and challenges for the future. 
Text mining was applied to analyze selected international as well as national journals containing fire satellite-based research. The 
study revealed that there are three main research clusters: fire emission and pollution, fire detection, and fire danger and risk.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of LISAT-FSEM2015. 
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1. Introduction 

One of the important environmental problems in Indonesia is forest and land fire occurrences, which has been 
pronounced since 1982/1983 when about 3.6 million ha of tropical rain forest in East Kalimantan burned out. Large 
fire events recurrent in 1987, 1990/1991, 1994, 1997/1998, 2002, 2006, 2013, 2014, and currently in 2015, which 
correspond to extreme weather events such as El Nino phenomenon. Two years of satellite-based active fire 
detections over Peninsular Malaysia, Sumatra, Borneo and Java were examined together with land cover and peat 
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land maps [1] showed that fire occurrence nearly tripled (23,000 vs 68,000) from a wet La Niña year (2008) to a 
drier El Niño year (2009). In both years, fires were concentrated in peat lands (in 2009 41% of fires vs.10% of land 
area), and the majority of large-scale burning took place in peat lands. Impacts of the fires were experienced by not 
only local level but also global environment. For science, those fire episodes have been a great challenge to study 
the impacts and to develop methodology of assessment as well as fire control.

Remote sensing as satellite-based technology plays very important role in forest and land fire assessment, which 
include: fire detection, fire impact assessment, early warning system, fire management plan, and post fire 
rehabilitation plan. Furthermore, satellite data have been used to monitor biomass burning at regional and global 
scale for more than two decades using algorithms that detect the location of active fires at the time of satellite 
overpass and in the last decade using burned area algorithms that map directly the spatial extent of the area affected 
by fires [2] such as the MODIS Burned Area Product (MCD45). Forest fire research is one of many appropriate GIS 
applications. The diversity of factors that affect the beginning and spreading of a forest fire dictates the use of an 
integrated analysis approach. Considering the intrinsic dynamism of this phenomenon, remote sensing imagery is 
also very valuable for these kinds of studies. It provides a quick evaluation of the vegetation status, as well as a 
survey of the effects of fire upon the environment [3]. However, information on the extent and magnitude of the 
technology application is still limited.  

On the other hand, text mining4 commonly defined as a knowledge-intensive process in which a user interacts 
with a document collection over time by using a suite of analysis tools. It is a new and exciting research area that 
tries to solve the information overload problem by using techniques from data mining, machine learning, natural 
language processing (NLP), information retrieval (IR), and knowledge management. The data sources in text mining 
are document collections, interesting patterns are found not among formalized database records but in the 
unstructured textual data in the documents in these collections. The technology has been now widely applied 
including in business, research, and government needs such as biomedical application, software application, online 
media applications, marketing application, and academic application for examples. 

Therefore, this paper aimed to elaborate how far the satellite-based research has been developed and to what 
extent the research were conducted through text mining analyses using frequent item set approach of journal articles 
on fire satellite-based researches. The analyses results will be used to identify the challenge of satellite-based 
research on forest and land fires to be developed in the future, which will provide benefit to minimize forest and 
land fire occurrences in Indonesia. 

2. Data and Methods  

2.1. Study area 

This study is covering satellite-based researches on forest and land fires conducted in Indonesia as well as those 
related to fire occurrences and the impacts in Indonesia, particularly in Sumatera and Kalimantan (Fig. 1).  

Fig. 1. Map of Indonesia 
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2.2 Data and tools  

Datasets used in the study were 76 published as the free available research articles published on satellite-based 
research on forest and land fires in Indonesia that were collected from several sources in national as well as 
international journals. The articles were in PDF and Microsoft Word format. 

3. Methods 

 The articles in PDF and Microsoft Word format were converted to Text files in order to be processed in the 
documents clustering using the K-means algorithm. Three main steps including 1) data preprocessing, 2) generating 
frequent itemsets, and 3) documents clustering were conducted to analyze the articles represented in Text files. We 
performed several steps in data preprocessing to prepare a task relevant dataset for generating frequent itemsets on 
text documents. These steps are case folding, removing punctuations and numbers, filtering, deleting whitespace, 
stemming, and creating a document-term matrix. In case folding, all letters in documents are presented on lowercase 
[4]. Stopwords that are common words with have no analytic value are removed in filtering step. Stemming is the 
process to remove all affixes in the words [4]. The last step in data preprocessing is creating a document-term matrix 
that contains the frequency of terms occurrence in the documents. Output of data preprocessing is a dataset as input 
of the algorithm for generating frequent item sets.  

Frequent itemsets are collection of items that are frequently occurred in a transactional dataset that have support 
greater than the user-specified minimum support (minsup). Discovering frequent itemsets is the first task in 
association rule mining in addition to rule generating from the frequent itemsets. Several algorithms can be applied 
in association rule mining including Apriori [5], Frequent Pattern Growth (FP-Growth) [6] and Equivalence Class 
Transformation (ECLAT). Association rule mining discovers frequent itemsets and association rules in a 
transactional dataset that have support and confidence greater than the user-specified minimum support (minsup)
and minimum confidence (minconf) respectively. An association rule has the form A B, where A and B are a 
subset I, I is a set of items, and A  B = . Support (A B) is the percentage of transactions in a dataset D that 
contain both A and B. confidence(A B) is the percentage of transactions in D containing A that also contain B [6]. 
Support and confidence of the rule A B are defined as follows [6]: 

B)P(A=B)support(A  (1) 

A)|P(B=B)(Aconfidence  = 
)(

)

Aupports

BAsupport(
 (2) 

In this work, we applied the ECLAT algorithm to generate frequent itemsets from a collection of documents in 
which terms in the documents are represented in a vertical layout. The ECLAT algorithm is as follows where the 
term atom in the algorithm represents a term in a document [7] (Table 1.): 

The ECLAT algorithm discovered terms that are frequently appear in the documents. Frequency of term 
occurrence in each document was calculated and the result was stored in the document-term matrix in which 
columns in the matrix represent frequent terms and rows in the matrix represent document id. The document-term 
matrix is the input for the clustering algorithm to group documents based on the frequent terms. Clustering was 
performed using the widely used algorithm namely K-Means that is available in the programming language R. The 
main tasks in the K-Means algorithm are as follows [6]: 
1 Select randomly k objects in the dataset as the initial centers of clusters. The centers are called centroids.  
2 Repeat until clusters do not change  

a (re)assign each object into the cluster to which the object is the most similar, based on the mean value of 
objects in the cluster; 

b Update the centroid value of the cluster, by calculating the mean value of the objects for each cluster. 

Sum of squared error (SSE) is used to determine the best value of number of cluster (k). Clustering with the 
smallest SSE is the best clustering result. SSE is defined as follows6:
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 (3) 

where k is the number of clusters, p is a data object, are objects in the cluster i,  is the centroid or center point of 
the cluster i, and dist is the distance function, for example Euclidean distance. 

Table 1. The ECLAT algorithm 
Algorithm 1: ECLAT – Frequent Itemset Mining 

Input: 
A transaction database D, 
A user specified threshold minsup 
A set of atoms of a sublattice S 

Output: Frequent itemsets F 

Procedure: 
Eclat(S) 

for all atoms Ai  S 
Ti=  
for all atoms Aj  S, with j > i do 
R= Ai  Aj ; 
L(R)=L(Ai) L(Aj); 
If support(R) ≥ minsup then 
Ti=Ti {R}; 
F|R|=F|R| {R}; 
end 
end 
end 
for all Ti ≠  do Eclat(Ti); 

4. Result and Discussion 

4.1 Temporal distribution of articles of forest and land fires in Indonesia 

Research on forest and land fires have been on the increasing trend since 1982/1983 [8] as well as those related to 
peatland fire [9]. Similarly, fire satellite-based research has indicated positif and increasing trend since year of 2000 
and has significantly increased since 2012 (Fig.2). The number of articles ranged from 0 (2003) to 13 (2015) with 5 
article number per year in average.  

Fig. 2. Distribution of number of articles on forest and land fires satellite-based research. 
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The tremendous increase in the period of 2012-2015 seems to be influenced by fire occurrences and related 
impacts of haze in particular,which covered Sumatera and Kalimantan. For what extent the research address the fire 
problem, further analyses need to be performed. 

4.2 Cluster distribution on articles of satellite-based research on forest and land fires in Indonesia 

 Applying text mining approach, the number of articles can be classified into 10 clusters with various SSE (Fig. 
3). The highest SSE (15792.74) is found in Cluster 01, whereas the lowest SSE (10150.14) is found in Cluster 10, 
which means that number of articles is classified into 10 fire aspects, namely: fire emission, fire danger, fire 
detection, fire impacts assessment, fire pollution, fire risk mapping, fire hotspot indicator, fire-drought, fire burned 
area, and fire haze/smoke. 

Fig. 3. Cluster of forest and land fire satellite-based research in Indonesia 

Previous studies [8] indicated that the 1982-1983-fire episode promoted research on fire impacts on biodiversity, 
particularly in East Kalimantan, where the largest forest fire event occurred in the region. The 1997/1998-fire 
episode has promoted two important aspects of study, namely: fire impacts on biodiversity and fire impacts on 
human dimensions. In the period of 2000-2015, the fire satellite-based research aspects seem to be improved in 
scope and magnitude.  

Further content analyses of the articles revealed that those 10 fire aspects can be merged into 6 aspects (cluster 
06), namely: fire emission, fire detection, fire impacts assessment, fire pollutant, fire risk, and fire indicator (Fig. 4). 
Fire emission ranks the highest number of articles, followed by fire detection and fire risk, fire pollution, fire 
impacts, and fire indicator.
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Fig. 4. Cluster 06 of forest and land fire satellite-based research in Indonesia 

By deepening further content analyses revealed that the fire satellite-based research may only categorized in 
three aspects (cluster 03) as the most likely cluster, namely: fire emission and pollution, fire risk and detection, and 
fire impacts assessment (Fig. 5). The highest number of research articles found in fire emission and pollution (46%), 
followed by fire risk and detection (42%), and fire impacts assessment (12%). 

Fig. 5. Cluster 03 of forest and land fire satellite-based research in Indonesia

Research on fire emission and pollution was started in 2002 that elaborate carbon emission from peat and forest 
fire in Indonesia during 1997 [10] known as the most devastated fire impact in 20th century. Interest on the topic has 
tremendously increased since 2012 of which smoke/haze issues was included in the research topic [11]. Smoke 
modelling research seems to become interesting topic for studies and increased in 2015 [12, 13]. The nature of 
satellite-based data with global accessibility provide appropriate information for fire-smoke relationship and for fire 
risk and detection and fire impacts assessment researches as well. Similar trend has been observed for fire risk and 
detection research, whereby hotspot as indicator was comprehensively analysed for fire detection information 
system [14, 15] as well as fire risk mapping [16, 17]. However, research on fire impacts assessments has been 
developed earlier back to 2000 [18, 19] and in decreasing trend until 2014 [20]. 
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As for the implication of the information provided by this study, it seems that several aspects of forest and land 
fire have been studies intensively. However, there are still needs to elaborate more aspects if forest and land fire 
control in Indonesia is a must. Table 2. Indicates the summary challenges for future fire satellite-based 

Table 2. Summary of challenges in fire-satellite-based research in Indonesia  

Fire control  Fire aspect  Challenges  

Prevention
- Early warning system 

(EWS) 
- Fire risk map  

- Effectiveness of EWS 
- fire prone area mapping (national and site level)  

Suppression  - Early detection  
- user friendly information system (site level) 
-  hotspot accuracy  

Post fire  
rehabilitation

- Fire impact assessments  
- research on other impacts (biodiversity) 
-  research on emission factor  

5. Conclusion 

Satellite-based research on forest and land fire has been developed and enhanced. Undoubtedly, Satellite-based 
application program plays important role in forest fire control, though, information on the extent and magnitude of 
the application is still limited; Cluster 03 is most likely secondary cluster for fire-satellite-based research which 
include: fire emission and pollution, fire risk and detection, and fire impacts assessment; Challenges in the research 
topics for the future: effective EWS, fire prone area mapping, information system-hostpot accuracy, fire impacts on 
biodiversity, emission factor; Combining satellite-based and ground researches would achieve optimum results and 
play important role in minimizing forest and land fire occurrences as well as their impacts in Indonesia. 
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